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Practice Like the Pros
Most races are won and lost at the drop of the gate,
so perfecting your starting technique is key to any MX racer who wants to be on the podium
Improve your reaction time and learn to control power out of the gate and into the first corner

Remote Start

Trade Pricing (£) 2021

Random Timing

Holeshot !
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Risk Holeshot Practice Start Gate

Product ID | SKU

1404 | 77839

Features
Random timing drop sequence
Wireless signal - Rider operated
Link multiple gates for “bar-to-bar” practice.
“Instant Drop” feature for use with trainer
Very durable construction - used by the Pros
Easy reset & works with Quads

Independent Review

£155
£249.99

The “Holeshot” is a random timed, electronic, wireless, practice starting gate.
This innovative product allows riders to independently practice their starts.
When the rider presses the wireless remote button mounted on their crossbar
pad, it will activate a computer controlled timing sequence which will drop the
gate randomly. Watch the glowing LED, when it starts blinking it is like the 30
second board turning sideways. The gate will drop randomly between 1-5 seconds. Resetting the gate is as easy as riding by and stepping on the backside of
the hoop without dismounting. Weighing only 14lbs, the gate is also lightweight and portable. Stake the gate to the ground and practice starts anywhere.
Includes; (1) Holeshot Race Gate, (1) Wireless Remote, (1) linking wire, (1) 6’ instant drop cable, (4) mounting stakes

£65.73
Product ID | 6174

SKU | 00398 RRP | £119.99

Automated Goggle Roll-Off System
The Ripper is a revolutionary system for the Roll-Off Goggle.
With the press of the wireless handlebar button, The Ripper
rapidly pulls the cord on most roll-off systems to clear the riders vision in less than a second.
The wireless main unit replaces the need to take your hand
off the handlebar to reach up and pull the cord on the roll-off
system. Not only is this safer, but faster, and means you're
free to clear your vision whenever you NEED to!

Trade Pricing (£) 2021
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Risk Palm Protectors

£3.95
RRP | 7.99

Protects Against Blisters & Reduces Vibration
Motocross and trail riders are all too familiar with blisters. They can
tear up the hands of even the strongest riders. Blisters can make
holding onto your handlebars a painful and sometimes dangerous
experience due to loss of grip.
Knowing the debilitating effects of blisters, it was the goal of Risk Racing engineers to develop a solution that offered full coverage protection to the areas of the hand which are affected by intense friction,
rubbing, heat and moisture. Motocross racers, trail riders, and road
racers alike can benefit from the Palm Protectors.

Product ID |

Small/Medium

SKU

| Hand Width

5089 | 00116 | Under 3”

Large

5091 | 00111 | 3 - 7.5”

X Large

5092 | 00187 | 3.75”+

Moto Transportation

Transport your dirt bike without straps!
The Lock-N-Load Pro Moto Transport System securely holds your
motocross bike in your trailer without the use of tie-down straps,
floor anchors or wheel chocks. It takes an enormous amount of
pressure off of the fork seals during transit, and it frees up valuable
space allowing the transport of more motorcycles or gear. Additionally, the Lock-N-Load can quickly be removed from the trailer floor
by loosening the 2 screws and removing the struts, leaving only the
low profile mounting plate.

Risk Lock N Load PRO
Full Size
Mini

Product ID | SKU

5084 | 00174
5085 | 00176

£148
RRP: £249.99

Includes; [1] Lock-N-Load PRO or Lock-N-Load PRO MINI, [1] Mounting Hardware,
[1] Instruction Sheet. Full specifications click here
Trade Pricing (£) 2021
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The Easiest Way to Transport your Bike!
The “Lock-N-Load” Moto Transport System securely holds your motocross
bike in your trailer without the use of tie-down straps, floor anchors or
wheel chocks. It takes an enormous amount of pressure off of the fork seals
during transit, and it frees up valuable space allowing the transport of more
motorcycles or gear. Additionally, the Lock-N-Load can quickly be removed
from the trailer floor by unscrewing the 4 thumb screws leaving only the low
profile mounting plates. Each plate has a “D” ring for additional anchor
points on your trailer floor.

Risk Lock N Load
Full Size
Mini

Product ID | SKU

1394 | 77448
2046 | 00204

Accessories

Product ID | SKU

£94
RRP: £159.99

Dealer Price | RRP

Risk Lock N Load Mounting Plates Pro
Trailer
Truck

5636 | 00188
4135 | 77869
4134 | 77879

£19.85 | £29.99
£12.50 | £24.99
£12.50 | £24.99

Replacement Rubber Jaws

5893 | 00199

£3.95 | £9.99

ATS Adjustable Top Magnetic Stand
Product ID | 5384

SKU | 00381

The Stand that can level any bike
The chassis for every dirt bike brand, year, and model are designed
a little differently, and as a result, not all bikes sit level on a traditional dirt bike stand. Subsequently the front or back tire often
touches the ground when placed on a stand. Aftermarket skid
plates can also affect this angle leaving the bike dangling low on
one side or the other. The Risk Racing A.T.S. Stand solves this issue.

•

Adjustable Top

•

Magnetic Bolt Panel

•

High Quality Finish

£75.65
RRP | £119.99
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Risk Ride on Lift Stand
Product ID | 1530

SKU | 77829

Ride of the track and onto your stand
No more lifting and grunting, or trying to kick a motorcycle lift under
your bike. Simply push or ride the bike onto the lowered lift. As the
front tire touches the front plate, the lift goes into action rising to
the bottom of the motorcycle frame. Step on the foot pedal and
your bike will rise effortlessly into a secure position. Getting your
bike down is just as effortless and simple

•

Lightweight at 17lbs

•

Stable Design

•

Oil Drain Hole

•

MX Bikes 85cc - 450cc

£79.50
RRP | £129.99

Product ID | SKU

Price | RRP

Risk EZ 3 Gas Can - 3 Gallon

4353 | 00281

£19.28 | £34.99

Risk EZ Gas Can - 5 Gallon

6337 | 00389

£25.83 | £49.99

The EZ Utility Jug is exactly what the name implies. It is a 3 gallon (12
litre) or 5 gallon (20 Litre) Utility Jug that is simply easy to use. It has
a triple handle design that is completely unique. The top handle and
side handle are obvious, but it is the third fingertip handle at the
front of the jug that comes in handy during the end of the pour. This
triple handle design allows the user to carry and pour at any angle
with comfort and control.
Add the floor mount for safe, secure transportation and add the
Hose Bender for an easy to use, pour spout for your fuel.

EZ Gas Can Accessories
Risk EZ 3 floor mount
Risk EZ 5 floor mount
Hose Bender
Trade Pricing (£) 2021

ID | SKU

3957 | 00282
6338 | 00399
3704 | 00283

Price | RRP

£ 11.94 | £19.99
£ 11.94 | £19.99
£8.74 | £19.99
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£8.80

Risk Mud Axe
Product ID | 1510

SKU | 00122

RRP | £14.95

Removing the excess mud is always a dirty task. Historically,
riders have used screwdrivers, sticks, or their bare hands to
try and free their bikes from a thick coat of mud. All of these
methods are inefficient and slow. Even when using a power
washer, removing the majority of the mud first is a huge time
saver, especially when water is in limited supply at the track.
Luckily, Risk Racing now offers an alternative to screwdrivers and sticks with the new Mud Axe. The Risk Racing Mud
Axe is specifically designed to make the task of removing
excess mud from your dirt bike, quad or UTV quick and

Prevents & Cures Leaky Fork Seals
Most dirt bike riders are faced with leaky fork seals several
times a year. Riders are then challenged to repair a complicated and sensitive suspension system which requires
specialty tools. The Seal Doctors allows riders to effortlessly remove dirt and dust from leaky forks.

Product ID | SKU

£10.99

Small (35mm - 45mm) 1509 | 00123

RRP | £19.99

Large (44mm-55mm) 1508 | 00121

Risk Racing Factory Pit Mat
Product ID | 4137

SKU | 00244

£52.52
RRP | £79.99

Made from high quality durable and chemical resistant
materials, the Pit Mat creates a clean and stable
environment for your bike. It rolls up and stores in the
zippered tote bag for easy transport and pairs perfectly
with the ATS & RR1 Ride-On Lift Stand

Trade Pricing (£) 2021
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Striker Mobile Task Light
Product ID | 5599

£29
SKU | Rover

RRP | £57.99

The Mobile Task Light is a rechargeable portable compact light that is designed
to be lightweight, durable, easily packed, and flood a room, work area, or
campsite with usable hands-free light.

Risk Light Mine
Product ID | 1505

£4.19

SKU | 00140

RRP | £7.99

Though not much smaller than a golf ball, the new Risk Racing®
Magnetic “Light-Mine” is a powerful task light that can be used
almost anywhere you need illumination.

Risk Light Mine Pro
Product ID | 5892

£10.75

SKU | 00114

RRP | £19.99

Though not much smaller than a golf ball, the new Risk Racing® Magnetic “Light-Mine” is a powerful task light that can
be used almost anywhere you need illumination.

Flexit Task Lights

Product ID | SKU

Dealer Price | RRP

5622 | STRIKER-FLEXITAuto

£ 12.50 | £24.99

Flexit Led Task Light 2.0

1547 | STRIKER-FLEXIT-LIGHT

£ 12.50 | £24.99

Flexit Led Task Light 4.0

5597 | STRIKER-FLEXIT4.0

£ 17.50 | £34.99

Flexit Led Task Light Auto

Flexit Led Task Light Solar
Flexit Flexible Flashlight - HEADLIGHT

5623 | STRIKER-FLEXITsolar
5471 | Flexit- HEADLIGHT

£ 22 | £43.99
£ 17.50 | £34.99

Risk Fusion Grips

Product ID | SKU

Risk Racing Fusion Grips

Trade Pricing (£) 2021

£ 8.73

Black

1496 | 00109 RRP £14.99

Risk Racing Fusion Grips 2.0
Motocross / Enduro

Blue
Green
Orange
Red
Yellow

3947 |
5212 |
5213 |
5214 |
5215 |

00285
00286
00287
00284
00288

Risk Racing Fusion Grips 2.0
MTB / ATV

Blue
Green
Orange
Red
Yellow

3953 |
5216 |
5217 |
5218 |
5219 |

00290
00291
00292
00289
00293
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Risk Racing Mud Foam Grips

£3.95
Product ID | 1476

SKU | 00139

RRP | £7.99

Every rider has, at one point or another, experienced arm pump
from gripping too hard while trying to hold on to wet, muddy,
slippery grips during a ride in the rain or on an over-watered
track. By slipping the Risk Racing Mud Grips over their regular
grips, they can prevent slippage and loss of control, while helping
to reduce the chances of arm pump. The Mud Grip enables riders
to keep a tight grasp by making the grips feel dry, even on the
nastiest tracks or trails.

Risk Racing Grip Donuts

£1.55
Product ID | 1491

SKU | 00110

RRP | £3.99

The Risk Racing Grip Donuts will prevent blisters from occurring on each of your thumbs, which leads to pain and bloody
grips. Slide the motocross grip donuts over any dirt bike grip
and protect against blisters. Ride longer and more safe with
protected hands! Great for Motocross, Supercross, Hare
scrambles, GNCC, Etc."

Canopy 10 x 10 2964 | RR-10-10-POP-UP

£250 | £599

Canopy 20 x 10 2965 | RR-20-10-POP-UP-TENT

£510 | £699

Canopy Side 4136 | RR-TENT-SIDES-3X3

£80 | £108

Risk Pit Umbrella
Product ID | 5079

£9.50
SKU | 00198

RRP | £24.99

Risk Racing Trackside Flag

ID | SKU
8 FT
11 FT
16 FT

Trade Pricing (£) 2021

4738 | RR-FLAG-8FT
4739 | RR-FLAG-11FT
4740 | RR-FLAG-16FT

Price | RRP
£ 50 | £79
£ 60 | £99
£ 70 | £129
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Risk T-Shirt’s

Product ID | SKU
Pro Moto Champ

Small
Medium
Large
X Large
XX Large

4557 |
5574 |
5575 |
5576 |
5577 |

00161
00162
00163
00164
00165

Whiskey Throttle

Small
Large
X Large
XX Large

3337 |
3335 |
3334 |
3995 |

00322
00324
00325
00326

Risk Sponsored

Medium
Large

4555 | 00328
4554 | 00329

Just Risk It

X Large

3326 | 00315

Logo

X Large

3330 | 00305

Moto Monster

X Large

3322 | 00310

Pro Moto Champ T-Shirt

Risk Caps & Beanies

Product ID | SKU
3562 | 00297
3563 | 00295

£ 7.50 | £19.99
£ 7.50 | £19.99

Risk Peaked Beanie

Black

1539 | RR-PEAKED-BEANIE

£ 6.00 | £19.99

red/ black/ white
black / grey

3560 | 00299
3559 | 00300

£ 7.50 | £19.99
£ 7.50 | £19.99

grey
pink

3565 | 00301
4822 | 00301PINK

£ 8.50 | £19.99
£ 8.50 | £19.99

Risk Beanie B3 Pom Pom
Risk Beanie B3 Pom Pom

Product ID | SKU

6325 |
6326 |
6327 |
6328 |

Dealer Price | RRP

Rain Jacket

8
10
12

1504 | 00227
1502 | 00228
1503 | 00229

£ 9.50 | £29.99

Rain Jacket

Small
Medium
Large
X Large
XX Large

1497 |
1498 |
1499 |
1501 |
1500 |

00230
00231
00232
00233
00234

£ 9.50 | £29.99

Soft Shell Jacket
Black

Small
Large
X Large
XX Large

1682 |
1680 |
1683 |
1684 |

RRSSJ-SM
RRSSJ-L
RRSSJ-XL
RRSSJ-XXL

Body Warmer
Black

Medium
XX Large

3562 | RR-BODY-WARMER-MEDIUM
3563 | RR-BODY-WARMER-XXLARGE

Product ID | SKU
BAMFF
Eat my Dirt
Face Shield
Just Risk It

Dealer Price | RRP

grey
red

Risk Jackets

Risk Face Mask

£ 8.70 | £19.99

Risk Snap Back Cap
Risk Snap Back Cap

Risk Beanie B1
Risk Beanie B2
Risk Snap Back

Dealer Price | RRP

RAM-BAMFF
RAM-EAT-MY-DIRT
RAM-FACE-SHIELD
RAM-JUST-RISK-IT

Product ID | SKU
Kung Flu
Moto Safety
Risk Team Pink
Risk Team Red

6329 |
6330 |
6331 |
6332 |

RAM-KUNG-FLU
RAM-MOTO-SAFETY
RAM-RISK-TEAM-PINK
RAM-RISK-TEAM-RED

Product ID | SKU

Risk Drink Koozies
Blue
Green
Red
Yellow

3671 |
3672 ||
3674 |
3675 |

RR-KOOZIE-BLUE
RR-KOOZIE-GREEN
RR-KOOZIE-RED
RR-KOOZIE-YELLOW

£ 29 | £59.99

£27.50 | £59.99

Dealer Price | RRP
£3.75 | £8.99

Dealer Price | RRP
£3.25 | £3.99

Distributors to the Off Road Industry
Born from the passion of racing motocross,
GOMX365 has grown from humble beginnings,
to have the privilege of representing some of the most respected
and innovative brands within the Off-Road motorcycle industry.
- Weekly Offers - Free Delivery Terms - Same Day Dispatch -

www.GOMX365.com

